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[1] Convergent margin magmas typically have geochemical signatures that include elevated concentrations
of large-ion lithophile elements; depleted heavy rare earth elements and high field strength elements; and
variously radiogenic Sr, Pb, and Nd isotopic compositions. These have been attributed to the melting of
depleted mantle peridotite by the fluxing of fluids or melts derived from subducting oceanic crust. High
Mg # basalts and high Mg # andesites are inferred to make up the bulk of subduction-related primary
magmas and may be generated by fluid or melt fluxing of mantle peridotite. The difference in contributions
from the subducted slab found among various arcs appears to be mostly controlled by thermal structure.
Cold slabs yield fluids, and hot slabs yield melts. Recent experimental studies and thermodynamic models
better constrain the phase petrology of the slab components during prograde metamorphism and melting,
mantle wedge melting, and mantle slab melt reaction. Experimental results also constrain the behavior of
many elements in these processes. In addition, geodynamic models allow increasingly realistic,
quantitative modeling of the temperature and pressure in the subducted slab and mantle wedge. These
developments together enable generation of forward models to explain arc magma geochemistry. The Arc
Basalt Simulator (ABS) version 2 (ABS2) uses an Excel1 spreadsheet-based calculator to predict the
partitioning of incompatible element and Sr-Nd-Pb isotopic composition in a slab-derived fluid and in arc
basalt magma generated by an open system fluid-fluxed melting of mantle wedge peridotite. The ABS2
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model is intended to simulate high Mg # basalt geochemistry in relatively cold subduction zones. The
modeling scheme of ABS2 is presented and is applied to primitive arc magmas.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Arc Magmatism
[2] Convergent margin magmatism has been inten-
sively studied using trace element and radiogenic
isotope geochemistry. The fundamental control on
element partitioning in most arc magmas is be-
lieved to originate during the extraction of fluids
and/or melts (flux) from the subducted slab, and
subsequent flux melting of the mantle wedge to
generate high Mg # primitive arc basalts [Arculus
and Johnson, 1981; Davidson, 1996; Elliott et al.,
1997; Hawkesworth et al., 1993; Kelemen et al.,
1998; Kimura and Yoshida, 2006; Plank and
Langmuir, 1993; Poli and Schmidt, 1995; Stern,
2002; Stolper and Newman, 1994; Tatsumi and
Eggins, 1995; Turner et al., 1997], or by slab
melt–mantle reaction to generate high Mg # prim-
itive arc andesites [Kelemen et al., 2003b; Tatsumi
andHanyu, 2003; Tsuchiya et al., 2005; Yogodzinski
et al., 1994; Zack et al., 2002]. Variations on these
models include melting of mantle wedge metasom-
atized by slab-derived fluid or melt [Eiler et al.,
2007; Sajona et al., 1996] or the direct supply of
felsic melt from eclogitic slab melting [Defant and
Drummond, 1990; Martin, 1999; Martin et al.,
2005]. Combined slab fluid and melt fluxes have
also been proposed to explain geochemical varia-
tions along or across magmatic arcs [Eiler et al.,
2005; Ishizuka et al., 2006]. Separate deep and
shallow slab components have also been proposed
[Kimura and Yoshida, 2006; Pearce and Peate,
1995; Pearce et al., 2005].
[3] Arc basalts characteristically have elevated
contents of large-ion lithophile element (LILEs)
and light rare earth element (LREEs) with depleted
heavy REE (HREE) and high field strength ele-
ments (HFSEs). There is a consensus that slab
dehydration or melting combined with the interac-
tion of this slab-derived flux with variously depleted
mantle generates primary arc magmas with these
characteristics. Arc primary magmas typically
have radiogenic Sr and Pb isotopic composition,
with less radiogenic Nd in lavas erupted from the
volcanic front whereas rear-arc magmas are more
similar to those derived from depleted upper mantle
sources [Elliott et al., 1997; Ishizuka et al., 2003;
Kelemen et al., 2003b; Kimura and Yoshida, 2006;
Manning, 2004; Rapp and Watson, 1995; Stolper
and Newman, 1994; Tatsumi and Eggins, 1995].
These features are difficult to explain without
element fractionation occurring mainly in the down-
going slab via dehydration or melting. This slab
component metasomatizes the overlying mantle as
due to interaction with slab-derived fluid or melt
[Hochstaedter et al., 2001; Kimura and Yoshida,
2006; Savov et al., 2005]. This metasomatism also
leads to mantle melting, with resultant magmas
rising toward the surface. Interaction of mantle-
derived melts with arc crust [Kersting et al., 1996;
Kimura and Yoshida, 2006] causes a change in the
primary arc magmas. These crustal interactions
make it difficult to understand the composition of
fractionated arc lavas, which makes it attractive to
focus on primitive basalts.
[4] Two major but contrasting proposals exist to
explain arc magma genesis. The first invokes the
dehydration of oceanic plate slab whereas the other
predicts direct melting of the slab. The fundamen-
tal control appears to be the pressure-temperature
path of the subducting slab, which can be approx-
imated by geodynamic modeling [Peacock and
Wang, 1999]. In these models with an isoviscous
mantle wedge, subduction of old and cold oceanic
plate leads to low slab surface temperature. Sub-
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duction of young and hot oceanic crust results in
higher slab surface temperatures [Stern et al.,
2003]. One example of this contrasting behavior
is shown by the arcs of NE and SW Japan
[Peacock and Wang, 1999], where the Pacific Plate
(>120 Ma old) and the Shikoku Basin (27–15 Ma
old), respectively, are subducting beneath the same
Eurasia plate [Kimura and Stern, 2009; Kimura et
al., 2005; Kimura and Yoshida, 2006]. In this
region, slab dehydration appears to dominate be-
neath the NE Japan arc and is responsible for the
origin of primary arc basalts [Kimura and Yoshida,
2006; Moriguti et al., 2004; Shibata and Naka-
mura, 1997], whereas slab melting to generate high
Mg # andesite or adakitic dacite dominates in the
SW Japan subduction zone [Kimura and Stern,
2009; Kimura et al., 2005; Shimoda and Nohda,
1995; Tatsumi and Hanyu, 2003].
[5] Similar contrasting behavior has been shown
between arcs along the western and eastern Pacific
rims. Arc magmatism due to slab-derived fluids are
proposed for the western Pacific arcs, including the
Kurile, NE Japan, and the Izu-Bonin-Mariana arcs
[Ishikawa and Nakamura, 1994; Ishikawa and
Tera, 1999; Ishizuka et al., 2003; Kimura and
Yoshida, 2006; Moriguti et al., 2004; Pearce et
al., 2005; Ryan et al., 1995; Straub and Layne,
2003], in addition to those in the Sunda-Banda arcs
[Elburg et al., 2002, 2003; Foden and Green,
1992; Sendjaja et al., 2009; Turner and Foden,
2001]. Lavas from these cold subduction zones
show abundances and isotopic compositions of
extremely fluid mobile elements such as B, Li, or
U that strongly suggest large-scale involvement of
slab derived fluids to form high Mg # primary
mafic magmas [Ishikawa and Nakamura, 1994;
Ishikawa and Tera, 1999; Moriguti et al., 2004;
Ryan et al., 1995; Turner and Foden, 2001]. In
contrast, slab melting better explains the origin of
high Mg # intermediate lavas in the eastern Pacific,
including the Central America arc [Kelemen et al.,
2003b; Straub et al., 2008] although the role of
slab fluid is an important factor in high Mg #
basaltic andesite genesis in the Cascadia arc [Grove
et al., 2006]. Within the context of these consider-
able variations in arc magma genesis models we
examine fluid-fluxed high Mg # basalt magma
genesis using a geochemical mass balance ap-
proach. The mass balance model includes fluid
dehydration of the downgoing altered oceanic crust
and sediments (collectively called the slab), fluid
transport into and through the mantle wedge, and
fluid-fluxed melting in the mantle wedge. The
basic modeling scheme is based on models devel-
oped for cold subduction zones, such as NE Japan
or Sunda arcs [Kimura and Stern, 2009; Kimura
and Yoshida, 2006; Sendjaja et al., 2009]. Studies
of fluid mobile isotopes from these basalts also
have led to the widespread conclusion that slab-
derived fluids control the generation and composi-
tion of high Mg # basalts in these arcs [Moriguti et
al., 2004; Turner and Foden, 2001]. Our mass
balance model is the Arc Basalt Simulator version
2 using an Excel1 spread sheet and is developed
particularly for high Mg # basalt studies in such
cold subduction zones. We concentrate our discus-
sions on processes related to slab dehydration, fluid
reaction and how this controls the mantle perido-
tite, and fluid-fluxed mantle melting. We have also
examined models for coupled slab melting, mantle
slab melt reaction, and mantle melting to explain
the origin of high Mg # andesite or adakite
[Kimura and Stern, 2009; Tsuchiya et al., 2005,
2007] and are developing an Excel1 based calcu-
lator for hot subduction zones. We are well aware
that the relationship between slab fluid dominant
and slab melt dominant magma genesis is also a
matter of debate [Kimura and Stern, 2009]. While
the current Arc Basalt Simulator does not provide
perfect matches to all naturally occurring basalts,
we consider its continued use and development
critical in the evaluations of the mechanisms gov-
erning arc basalt genesis. In this paper, we describe
the ABS2 modeling scheme and apply it to under-
stand the origin of NE Japan arc basalts.
1.2. Origin of Complexities in Cold
Subduction Zone Basalt Chemistry
[6] The complex behavior of elements in the slab
and in the mantle wedge reflects the formation and
decomposition of hydrous silicates such as mica,
amphibole, lawsonite, chlorite, zoisite, as well as
minor accessory minerals (e.g., rutile, zircon) along
with essential minerals such as olivine, clinopyr-
oxene, orthopyroxene, garnet, and spinel [Poli and
Schmidt, 1995; Rapp and Watson, 1995; Schmidt
and Poli, 1998; Sen and Dunn, 1994; Tollstrup and
Gill, 2005]. The construction of a quantitative mass
balance model of element behavior in subduction
zones requires describing the mineral modes of
altered oceanic crust (AOC; referring only to the
igneous crust) and sediments (SED) as a result of
prograde metamorphism in the downgoing slab and
in the depleted wedge mantle (DMM) at appropri-
ate P-T conditions.
[7] Experimentally determined element mobilities
suggest that incompatible elements fractionate in
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fluids released during prograde metamorphism
[Aizawa et al., 1999; Ayers et al., 1997; Ayers
and Watson, 1993; Bebout et al., 1999; Brenan et
al., 1995; Kogiso et al., 1997]. For example, low
Ba/La or high Th/Sm in arc basalts are used to
identify involvement of sediment melt [Elliott et
al., 1997; Plank and Langmuir, 1993], whereas
high Ba/Th or Pb/Ce suggest contributions from a
slab fluid [Hawkesworth et al., 1993; Pearce et al.,
2005; Stolper and Newman, 1994; Turner et al.,
1997]. Such conclusions are supported by the
behavior of strongly fluid mobile elements such
as As, Sb, B, Cl, F, Li, Rb, and Cs in arc basalts
[Bebout et al., 1999; Marschall et al., 2007; Straub
and Layne, 2003]. The elemental abundances and
ratios are not always directly related to isotopic
variations, such as Sr and Pb isotopes, suggesting
that complex chemical interactions occur in the
subduction zone environment. Element partitioning
between minerals and fluid or melt (Dmineral/fluid,
Dmelt/mineral) has therefore been an important
research subject for understanding subduction zone
magmatism [Aizawa et al., 1999; Ayers et al., 1997;
Brenan et al., 1995; Green and Adam, 2003; Green
et al., 2000; Johnson and Plank, 1999; Kessel et
al., 2005a; Marschall et al., 2006; Stalder et al.,
1998; Zack et al., 2002]. Element mobility depends
strongly on P-T conditions. For example, ‘‘fluid-
immobile’’ elements, such as Th or Nb, become
quite mobile at high temperature [Kessel et al.,
2005a; Stalder et al., 1998]. This temperature
dependence has been predicted for Dmelt/mineral by
lattice strain models [Blundy and Wood, 1994; van
Westrenen and Draper, 2007], and should also be
true for Dmineral/fluid [Kessel et al., 2005a]. A
systematic investigation of these influences still
needs to be carried out.
[8] Further complexity is reported from studies of
fluid evolution in high P-T metamorphic rocks.
These studies show that local chemical conditions
or chromatographic chemical reactions dictate how
and where elements are mobilized or precipitated
[Breeding et al., 2004; Gao et al., 2007; King et
al., 2003, 2006, 2007] and how they are likely to
behave in the mantle wedge [Ionov and Hofmann,
1995; Navon et al., 1996; Verniéres et al., 1997].
The significance of this local disequilibrium for
element mass balance in metamorphic rocks
[Bebout et al., 1999; Manning, 2004; Spandler et
al., 2004] or for the arc-scale homogeneity of
basalt magmas [Gill, 1981] is not always clear.
These global phenomena appear to control element
mobility in subduction zones [Pearce and Peate,
1995].
1.3. Arc Mass Balance Model Development
[9] Progress toward quantitative subduction zone
mass balance has been made mainly using forward
modeling to explain arc basalt compositions
[Ayers, 1998; Kelemen et al., 2003b; Kimura and
Yoshida, 2006; Marschall et al., 2007; McCulloch
and Gamble, 1991; Navon et al., 1996; Navon and
Stolper, 1987; Stolper and Newman, 1994; Straub
and Layne, 2003; Tatsumi and Hanyu, 2003].
Insights from recent progress include the following:
[10] 1. Experimental results describe element par-
titioning between slab materials and fluid/melt
[Aizawa et al., 1999; Johnson and Plank, 1999;
Kessel et al., 2005a; Kogiso et al., 1997; Sen and
Dunn, 1994], between peridotite and slab-derived
fluid/melt [Ayers, 1998; Rapp and Watson, 1995],
and the element partitioning between peridotite and
basaltic melt [Green, 1994; Green et al., 2000;
McDade et al., 2003a, 2003b; Salters et al., 2002].
These enable us to calculate multiple element
behavior during subduction zone magma genesis
[Kimura and Yoshida, 2006].
[11] 2. Development of thermodynamic models for
prograde metamorphism [Connolly and Kerrick,
1987; Connolly and Petrini, 2002] and mantle
melting [Ghiorso et al., 2002; Smith and Asimow,
2005] provides mineralogic modes as a function of
P and T.
[12] 3. Recent progress also provides insight on
realistic subduction zone P-T structures from geo-
dynamic models [Peacock et al., 2005; van Keken,
2003] and geological constraints [Kelemen et al.,
2003a].
[13] 4. Additional support comes from improved
understanding of P-T-dependent element partition-
ing between minerals and melt/fluid, using ther-
modynamic models [Blundy and Wood, 1994; van
Westrenen and Draper, 2007] and experimental
observations [Kessel et al., 2005a; Stalder et al.,
1998].
[14] 5. Further support comes from the character-
istics of hydrous mantle melting [Asimow et al.,
2004; Hirose and Kawamoto, 1995; Katz et al.,
2003]. Observations about the behavior of ele-
ments in natural systems include those in altered
oceanic crust, marine sediment, and mantle peri-
dotite source rocks for subduction zone magmatism
[Hauff et al., 2003; Kelley et al., 2003; Plank and
Langmuir, 1998; Savov et al., 2005]; and those in
metamorphic rocks during prograde reactions
[Bebout et al., 1999; Kimura and Yoshida, 2006;
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Marschall et al., 2006; Spandler et al., 2004;
Wunder et al., 2005, 2006].
1.4. Arc Magmatism Modeling:
An Approach
[15] Using these recent developments we propose a
model to explain the generation of high Mg # arc
basalt via slab dehydration and subsequent fluid-
fluxed mantle melting. High Mg # basalt occurs in
most magmatic arcs, particularly in cold subduc-
tion zones [Ishizuka et al., 2006; Kelemen et al.,
2003b; Stolper and Newman, 1994; Tatsumi and
Eggins, 1995; Wilson, 1989]. Because of their low
SiO2 contents and high MgO, Ni, and Cr contents,
high Mg # basalts are believed to be melts of
mantle wedge peridotite [Gill, 1981; Kelemen et
al., 2003b; Stolper and Newman, 1994; Tatsumi
and Eggins, 1995; Wilson, 1989]. High magmatic
water contents in proportion to fluid-mobile LILEs
indicate that slab-derived fluids were added to the
mantle source. This should generate high-degree
partial melts, leading to HFSE and HREE deple-
tions [Kelley et al., 2006; Kimura and Stern, 2009;
Kimura and Yoshida, 2006; Stolper and Newman,
1994; Straub and Layne, 2003].
[16] Here we describe a forward modeling scheme
based on quantitative geochemical mass balance to
explain the trace element and isotopic composition
of high Mg # arc basalts. This is an extension of an
earlier model described by Kimura and Yoshida
[2006] and later proposed as Arc Basalt Simulator
(ABS) version 1 [Kimura and Stern, 2009; Sendjaja
et al., 2009]. The ABS version 1 model [Kimura
and Stern, 2009; Sendjaja et al., 2009] consists of
three modules: (1) temperature-pressure-dependent
element partitioning between the slab and an
evolved fluid [Kessel et al., 2005a], (2) fluid-
mantle reaction based on zone refining [Ayers,
1998], and (3) open system dynamic melting of
fluxed mantle peridotite [Ozawa, 2001; Ozawa and
Shimizu, 1995; Zou, 1998]. ABS version 2 (here-
after, ABS2) has three similar modules (Figure 1).
In addition, ABS2 includes a slab dehydration
simulator (SDS) which calculates slab-derived flu-
ids resulting from prograde metamorphism [Hack-
er, 2008; Marschall et al., 2007] using Perple_X
version 7 [Connolly and Kerrick, 1987; Connolly
and Petrini, 2002]. The slab mineralogy and the
amount of H2O generated by dehydration are
calculated along a slab P-T path, which is provided
for specific subduction zones by high-resolution
finite element models [van Keken, 2003]. Temper-
ature-dependent Dmineral/fluid values [Kessel et al.,
2005a; Stalder et al., 1998] are incorporated in the
slab dehydration model whenever possible; this is
especially important because the temperature var-
iations expected for prograde metamorphism asso-
ciated with slab dehydration are greater than that
for mantle melting. Available Dmineral/fluid values
for hydrous minerals [Feineman et al., 2007; Green
and Adam, 2003] are also included. The composi-
tions of the slab and the dehydrated fluid are
calculated using the SDS model (indicated by 1
in Figure 1).
[17] Zone-refining reactions are used within (1) the
hydrous mineral-bearing low-T metasomatized
mantle sole, directly above the slab (indicated by
2.1 in Figure 1; e.g., chlorite-harzburgite [Garrido
et al., 2005]) and (2) the hydrous mineral-free
high-T mantle wedge (indicated by 2.2 in Figure 1
[Ayers et al., 1997]). A P-T-XH2O constrained
open system melting is formulated using the P-T-
XH2O-F (where XH2O is mass fraction of fluid
added to peridotite, and F is the degree of partial
melting) relation of Katz et al. [2003] and the open
system melting model of Ozawa and Shimizu
[1995] and Zou [1998]. This melting calculation
includes mantle mineralogy calculated by pMELTS
with the Adiabat_1ph version 7 front end [Asimow
et al., 2004; Ghiorso et al., 2002] at a given P-F
condition (indicated by 3 in Figure 1).
2. Model Description
[18] ABS2 uses three separate modules (Figure 2):
the first quantifies slab dehydration (SDS), the
second quantifies zone refining (ZR), and the third
quantifies fluid-fluxed mantle melting (OSM).
2.1. Source Materials
[19] The source materials that feed subduction
zone magmatism include sediments (SED) and
altered oceanic crust (AOC) in the subducting slab
and the mantle wedge peridotite (PERID) (source
box in Figure 2). Subducted serpentinized mantle
and metagabbro may also contribute fluid, but
these are not considered. The compositions of these
three components are denoted XSED, XAOC, and
XPERID. SED components can be further described
as chert (CH; XCH), pelagic clay (CLAY; XCLAY), or
terrigenous sediment (TERR: XTERR) [e.g., Plank
and Langmuir, 1998]. Carbonate sediments can
also be subducted but this is not modeled because
Dmineral/fluid values of carbonate minerals are poorly
known for the elements of interest in this paper.
The user can define the slab AOC composition or
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useN (normal)-MORB composition [e.g.,Albarède,
2005; Hauff et al., 2003; Kelley et al., 2003].
[20] The PERID composition appropriate for a
specific arc is difficult to constrain without mantle
xenoliths [e.g., Kimura and Yoshida, 2006]. Two
end-member options we consider are depleted
MORB mantle composition (DMM [Salters and
Stracke, 2004; Workman and Hart, 2005]) and the
primitive mantle composition (PM [Sun and
McDonough, 1989]). The mantle wedge beneath
arcs is believed to be more depleted than any
other mantle source [Davidson, 1996; Kimura and
Yoshida, 2006; Stern, 2002]. We thus approximate
variously depleted mantle compositions by extract-
ing MORB basalt melt from DMM and PM sources
using a fractional melting model. The melting
mineralogy is estimated using pMELTS [Ghiorso
et al., 2002; P. M. Smith and P. D. Asimow,
2005b, Instructions for Adiabat_1ph program
and Run_Adiabat.pl script; Text driven interfaces
for MELTS, pMELTS and pHMELTS, available at
http://www.gps.caltech.edu/asimow/adiabat/]
using the DMM major element compositions in the
spinel peridotite stability field [Workman and Hart,
2005] at 1 GPa. The basalt melt composition
extracted from the source at a given F is calculated
using published partition coefficients [Green, 1994;
Green et al., 2000; McDade et al., 2003a, 2003b]
(see the ‘‘Per_Dep’’ worksheet in the ABS2 Excel1
spreadsheet in Software S1).1 Extraction of MORB
basalt melt up to 30 wt % of mantle mass is allowed,
and is computed in 0.1%MORB extraction steps. The
same melting mode is applied to the PM composi-
Figure 1. Summary of the four ABS2 modules, which simulate geochemical reactions during dehydration of
subducted sediment and altered oceanic crust (indicated by 1), hydration of mantle wedge sole and reaction with slab-
derived fluid (indicated by 2.1), fluid flow in the mantle and fluid-mantle reaction (indicated by 2.2), and fluid-fluxed
melting of the mantle wedge (indicated by 3). This section is based on seismic tomography beneath NE Japan
[Nakajima et al., 2005]; Moho depth, crustal structure, mantle wedge isotherms (red dotted thin line with numbers)
(C), and flow lines (thin black arrows) are modified after Kelemen et al. [2003a]. Pale gray shading shows pressure
interval modeled by ABS2. Hydrous mineral stability fields [Poli and Schmidt, 1995] are fitted to P-T conditions in
the cross section. Chl, chlorite; Ser, serpentine; Am, amphibole; Zo, zoisite; Lw, lawsonite; RA, rear arc volcano; VF,
volcanic front volcano. Yellow to orange shades in the mantle wedge are variations in Vs and are inferred to
correspond to elevated melt or fluid concentrations. Gray open dots indicate seismicity; red triangles indicate
volcanos; green area indicates slab dehydration region; blue wedge in the mantle wedge sole indicates metasomatized
peridotite; red and blue shaded areas in slab indicate slab fluid source regions for VF and RA volcanics, respectively;
red and blue areas in mantle wedge indicate mantle melting regions used by ABS2 model; small red arrows indicate
slab dehydration; thin blue arrows indicate fluid flow in mantle wedge; and thick red arrows indicate basalt magma
transfer.
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tion. PM source mantle wedge may be more appro-
priate as a starting mantle compositions where the
subarc mantle experienced fertile mantle upwelling
or alkali basalt melt addition from a deep fertile
mantle source (e.g., SW Japan [Kimura and Stern,
2009] and Central America [Carr et al., 2007]), or
where enriched lithospheric mantle is involved. As
discussed below, the %MORB extraction factor is used
as a parameter for fitting the model basalt and
natural basalt compositions.
2.2. Slab Dehydration Simulator
2.2.1. SDS Prograde Metamorphism
[21] The first calculation module, the slab dehy-
dration simulator (SDS), simulates slab-derived
fluid compositions using the slab source composi-
tions given above. The module uses Perple_X
version 7 [Connolly and Kerrick, 1987; Connolly
and Petrini, 2002] to calculate the prograde meta-
morphism of SED (CH, CLAY, TERR), AOC, and
mantle PERID component parameters using the
source compositions and activity models reported
by Hacker [2008]. The major element source
compositions (XCH, XCLAY, XTERR, XAOC, and
XPERID) allow generation of mineralogical modes
and bound H2O over the P-T range 0.1–6 GPa (in
0.1 GPa steps), and 100–1200C (100C steps)
(see SDS module in Figure 2). H2O saturation is
assumed at beginning of subduction at the lowest
P-T (0.5 GPa, 100C) condition. Prograde meta-
morphism causes continuous dehydration with in-
creasing P-T [Hacker, 2008], therefore, amount of
Figure 2. Flow diagram for ABS2, with slab dehydration simulator (SDS) module as front end. Flow progresses
from top left to bottom then top right. Blue italics are user inputs, and red italics are calculated by ABS2. Pale brown,
pale green, and pale orange boxes are inputs for sediment, AOC, and peridotite compositions. SED consists of chert
(CH), pelagic clay (CLAY), and terrigeneous sediment (TERR) mixed in the proportion rSED. Dark pink box indicates
P-T trajectory of the slab-wedge interface (SST, must be input from a geodynamic model). Pale pink boxes indicate
fluid/melt compositions calculated at each stage using parameters shown in red italics in the box. Xa, modes; rH2O,
mass fraction of dehydrated fluid. Small yellow box indicates calculation of metasomatism of mantle wedge sole
XPERID. Da, partition coefficients of minerals. S indicates sum of Xa  Da (fluid-rock partition coefficients)
including n = 1 to n = x, where x is the number of minerals (same as bulk D for partial melting). Pale blue indicates
slab fluid composition (XFLUID) calculated at each step. Mixing ratio (rmix) between XfluidSED and XfluidAOC in the
first blue box is entered by user. Zone refining (large yellow box) alters XFLUID composition by reaction with
metasomatized wedge sole peridotite (zone-refining reaction 1) then wedge core peridotite (zone-refining reaction 2)
to generate modified fluid (X0FLUID and X
00
FLUID). Fluid flux melting (orange box) assumes open system melting using
T-P-XH2O-F parameterization. XH2O, H2O added to mantle source; b, mass fraction of fluid in total melt mass in an
open system melting; f, residual melt mass fraction of melting system; F, degree of melting; DMELT, bulk partition
coefficient of mantle; POSM, pressure of open system melting; TOSM, temperature of open system melting. Dark
orange indicates calculated basalt melt composition XBAS.
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H2O in SED, AOC, and PERID components are
limited by bound H2O in the lattice of hydrous
metamorphic minerals. Amount of pore fluid is
assumed to be absent in slab components at the
pressures of interest here. Therefore, our model
assumes solidus of SED, AOC, and PERID to be
dehydration solidus rather than water-saturated
solidus. This assumption is important in defining
slab conditions whether it is melted or not. At this
time we do not consider slab melting in the cold
NE Japan subduction zone. Representative phase
diagrams and bound H2O isopleths for the TERR,
AOC, and PERID (DMM) components are shown
in Figures 3a, 3d, and 3g.
[22] On the basis of petrogenetic grids calculated
by Perple_X, it is possible to model the changes in
mineralogical mode (XaSED, XaAOC, XaPERID) and
bound H2O in the slab during prograde metamor-
phism along a designated slab surface P-T trajectory
(SST in Figures 2 and 3). The slab P-T paths were
calculated using a finite element model designed to
reveal subduction zone thermal structure [van
Keken et al., 2002], using temperature-dependent
olivine rheology except for one isoviscous olivine
rheology model for the Izu arc [van Keken, 2003],
and discretized for the purpose of ABS2 into
0.1 GPa and 100C steps (see Slab_Mode work-
sheet in Software S1). Figures 3a, 3d, and 3g show
an example of SST calculated for the subduction
zone beneath the Tohoku (NE) Japan arc, which is
similar to the model published by van Keken
[2003]. Figures 3b, 3e, and 3h indicate the modal
abundances of major minerals along the SST.
Figures 3c, 3f, and 3i indicate the bound H2O of
TERR, AOC, and DMM along the SST (see also
Slab_Mode worksheet in Software S1). The big-
gest changes in bound H2O occur around 3 GPa
(100 km depth), corresponding to the consump-
tion of hydrous silicates such as amphibole, law-
sonite, chlorite, and serpentine. Phengite survives
in TERR and AOC to 6 GPa. The bound H2O
content at 3–6 GPa is thus proportional to modal
phengite in the slab; phengite abundance in turn
depends on the K2O content of the subducted slab,
especially SED [Hacker, 2008]. The dehydrated
mass fraction of H2O from SED, AOC, and PERID
components (rSEDH2O, rAOCH2O, rPERIDH2O) are
obtained by stepwise differentiation of the bound
H2O (see SDS module in Figure 2). Note that the
activity model for amphibole is K free, maximizing
the stability of phengite [Hacker, 2008].
[23] The Perple_X calculation does not include
melt generation. The H2O-saturated and dehydra-
tion solidi for TERR, MORB [Schmidt et al.,
2004], and PERID [Grove et al., 2006] are shown
in the same plots (Figures 3a, 3d, and 3g). For the
Tohoku SST, slab melting may or may not occur,
depending on H2O saturation in the slab (Figure 3).
Melting of the slab likely occurs at dehydration
solidus conditions rather than at H2O-saturated
solidus determined experimentally by H2O over-
saturated conditions (see two different solidus
curves in Figure 3).
2.2.2. SDS Element Partitioning
[24] Given the mineralogical mode and dehydra-
tion of the subducted slab, it is possible to calculate
the slab-derived fluid composition, using an ap-
proach similar to that of Marschall et al. [2007].
The key parameter is Dmineral/fluid of the prograde
metamorphic minerals (for minerals used, see slab
mineralogy in Software S1 Control_Panel, also see
Figure 6).
[25] The temperature-dependent Dmineral/fluid values
are available for garnet and clinopyroxene [Kessel
et al., 2005a]. Kessel et al. [2005a] used a K-free
MORB composition for experimental runs and
determined fluid–MORB partition coefficients of
trace elements at 4 and 6 GPa between 700 and
1400C. Their P-T conditions include the second
critical end point for fluid and melt [Kessel et al.,
2005a, 2005b]. Element behavior may be different
in this particular P-T range; however, their experi-
ments were done with insufficient H2O contents to
achieve second critical end point conditions.
Therefore, the determined partition coefficients
between fluids and minerals are applicable for
solid–fluid at 4–5 GPa, and solid–fluid at 6 GPa
with coexisting melt. Their results also agree with
earlier experiments done at similar or lower pres-
sures [Brenan et al., 1995; Stalder et al., 1998].
[26] Partition coefficients between garnet and fluid
depend strongly on temperature, showing a quasi-
log linear D-T relationship either with T = C
(Figure 4) or T = 1000/K (not shown). Slight
pressure dependence is seen, indicating greater
Dfluid/garnet in Th and LREE at high pressure
(Figure 4). In contrast, LILEs such as Ba are
insensitive to pressure because of their high in-
compatibility in anhydrous solids under all con-
ditions [Pearce and Peate, 1995]. HFSEs such as
Nb are buffered by residual rutile due to an
extremely high partition coefficient [Green,
1995], and show little if any pressure dependence
[Kessel et al., 2005a] (Figure 4). Such relationships
encourage the formulation of T-Dmineral/fluid rela-
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Figure 3. Metamorphic equilibria and fluid evolution for subducted slabs, using the Tohoku subduction zone as an
example. The behavior of (a–c) subducted terrigeneous sediment (TERR), (d–f) altered oceanic crust (AOC), and
(g–i) depleted MORB mantle (DMM). Figures 3a, 3d, and 3g show phase stability fields (outlined by various colored
lines) and wt % bound H2O (blue fields). Red thick line (T. SST) and pink thick line (C. SST) show P-T paths for
Tohoku and Cascades subduction slab interfaces, respectively, as examples of cold and hot subduction zones. Black
solid lines indicate H2O-saturated solidi, and black dotted lines indicate dehydration melting solidi [Grove et al.,
2006; Schmidt et al., 2004]. Figures 3b, 3e, and 3h show phase proportions as a function of P. Gt, garnet; SiO2, silica
minerals (quartz, coesite, and stishovite); Phen, phengite; Law, lawsonite; Cpx, clinopyroxene; Chl, chlorite; Amp,
amphibole; Serp, serpentinite minerals such as antigorite. Figures 3c, 3f, and 3i show wt % bound H2O as a function
of pressure for subducted sediment and altered oceanic crust and for DMM just above slab interface; temperature
along the Tohoku slab interface is also shown in red.
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Figure 4. Examples of temperature- and pressure-dependent partition coefficients between garnet in K-free MORB
and fluids (Dfluid/garnet). Data from Kessel et al. [2005a]. Clear temperature-dependent increases in Dfluid/garnet are
observed. The relationship is clearer in D versus 1000/K, but use of T (C) is adequate. Note that Figure 4 treats fluid/
garnet rather than garnet/fluid as in other parts of this paper.
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tionships as Dmineral/fluid = a  expbT, where ‘‘a’’
and ‘‘b’’ are constants for garnet and clinopyroxene
from Kessel et al. [2005a] (see SDS worksheet in
Software S1). Partition coefficients with weak
pressure dependence are treated without consider-
ation of pressure dependence; this treatment gives
reasonable estimates of Ds over a large range in P
(see Figure 4).
[27] The SDS module uses a temperature range of
100 to 1200C and therefore an extrapolation of
D-T relationship to low temperatures (<700C) is
necessary. An exponential T dependence of D has
been reported for Dmineral/melt using the lattice strain
model [Blundy and Wood, 1994; van Westrenen
and Draper, 2007]. The dependence is derived for
D0, the partition coefficient of an element with
ideal ionic radius for the mineral lattice site. D
values for other elements follow the same T de-
pendence. Theoretical calculations predict that the
T-dependent slope of Dgarnet/melt is almost parallel
to the Dgarnet/fluid determined by Kessel et al.
[2005a] (not shown) although Dgarnet/melt is several
orders of magnitude smaller than Dgarnet/fluid.
Dmineral/fluid greater than unity does not greatly
affect element fractionation in fluids during
dehydration. We apply this simple extrapolation
of the T dependence for Dmineral/fluid. Kessel et al.
[2005a] did not determine partition coefficients for
K, Pr, Tb, and Ho. Average of Dmineral/fluid for
neighboring REEs are applied to Pr, Tb, and Ho.
Dmineral/fluid(K) is assumed to be the same as
Dmineral/fluid (Rb) because of the similar chemical
behavior of these elements [Pearce and Peate,
1995] for clinopyroxene, garnet, and rutile.
[28] At low pressure and temperature the element
behavior in oceanic basalt is affected by many
minerals. Even after eclogitization, K is controlled
by phengite, which possesses high Dmineral/fluid
only for K and Rb (and B, Ba, Nb, Ta, and Pb to
a lesser extent) [Green and Adam, 2003; Green et
al., 2000]. Sheet silicates and other hydrous min-
erals such as lawsonite, chloritoid, and zoisite are
stable in subducted SED or AOC [Poli and
Schmidt, 1995]. These can retain considerable
amounts of trace elements, such as REE in law-
sonite and chloritoid and Sr in zoisite [Feineman et
al., 2007; Green and Adam, 2003]. We applied
Dmineral/fluid for lawsonite, chloritoid, phengite
[Green and Adam, 2003], and zoisite [Feineman
et al., 2007] from experiments, and for lawsonite
[Usui et al., 2007] from field studies. TheDmineral/fluid
for olivine and rutile were taken from Ayers et al.
[1997] and Ayers and Watson [1993]. These
partition coefficients were determined at a range
of relatively high P–T (650–700C, 2 GPa [Green
and Adam, 2003], 750–900C, 2GPa [Feineman et
al., 2007], and 900–1100C, 2–3 GPa [Ayers et
al., 1997]), but we use them without extrapolation.
We consider it crucial to better determine the T
dependence of Dmineral/fluid in these minerals. An-
other way to constrain element partitioning within
subduction zones is to extrapolate Dmineral/mineral
determined for metamorphic rocks [Marschall et
al., 2007]. We used this method for Dopx/cpx
[Spandler et al., 2004], Damphibole/cpx [Ionov and
Hofmann, 1995], and Dchlorite/opx [Garrido et al.,
2005]. Ds for amphibole, orthopyroxene, and chlo-
rite were inferred from T-dependent Ds in clino-
pyroxene or garnet.
[29] The D values for silica minerals (quartz,
coesite, stishovite) or aluminous minerals (such
as sapphirine) were treated as Dmineral/fluid = 0 (J.-I.
Kimura, unpublished laser ablation data, 2005).
There are no data for talc and antigorite available
for multiple element examination used in this study,
which were also treated as Dmineral/fluid = 0.
[30] Overall element abundances during slab dehy-
dration based on SDS calculations decrease the
slab source compositions for fluid mobile elements
such as Rb, K, Ba, and Pb by up to 15% of the
initial mass, whereas other elements such as REE
and HFSE change little and source depletion is
typically less than few percent (see graphics in
Software S1 SDS module). The overall behavior
that we calculate because of slab dehydration is
consistent with observations of natural metamor-
phic rocks up to eclogite facies [Bebout et al.,
1999; Spandler et al., 2004].
2.2.3. SDS Slab Dehydration
[31] To calculate the slab fluid composition, the
bulk metasediment composition is defined by (rSED
consisting of rCH, rCLAY , rTERR) between CH,
CLAY, and TERR where rCH + rCLAY + rTERR = 1
giving source SED composition XSED = rCH 
XCH + rCLAY  XCLAY + rTERR  XTERR. Isotopic
compositions of the sediments are also calculated
by this equation with consideration of element
abundances. The bulk metasediment (SED) miner-
al mode (XaSED) is also calculated by mixing the
mineralogicalmodesofXaCH,XaCLAY , andXaTERRby
by XaSED = rCH XaCH + rCLAY XaCLAY + rTERR
XaTERR. The mass fraction of dehydrated fluid of
SED is calculated in the same way: rSEDH2O =
rCH  rCHH2O + rCLAY  rCLAYH2O + rTERR 
rTERRH2O, where rCH , rCLAY, and rTERR are mass
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fraction of CH, CLAY, and TERR. This mixing
proportion is a free parameter that can be adjusted
by the operator to match subducted sediment
compositions [Hacker, 2008; Plank and Langmuir,
1998]. The meta-AOC mineral modes (XaAOC) and
dehydration mass fraction (rAOCH2O) are obtained
directly from Perple_X; the same is true for PERID
(XaPERID and rPERIDH2O) (see Figures 2 and 3).
[32] For a given Xa, rH2O and Dmineral/fluid, the
dehydrated fluid composition is obtained from the
Rayleigh distillation equation [Ayers, 1998].
XFLUID ¼ XSLAB 
1
DSLAB=FLUID







XFLUID fluid composition of an element;
XSLAB slab composition of an element;







Xa modal composition of a residual
mineral in slab;
Da distribution coefficient of an
element between fluid and mineral;
FFLUID mass fraction of fluid released from
slab.
[33] The effect of FFLUID depends on the mass
fraction of dehydrated fluid from the slab calculated
by Perple_X, but this affects only the dilution of
elements in the fluid. This effect of dilution by the
Rayleigh model is small when dehydrated fluid
mass is less than 10%.
[34] Rayleigh distillation calculations are per-
formed at 0.1 GPa steps from P = 0.5 to 6 GPa
along a given SST. At P < 0.5 GPa (18 km
depth), fluid evolution from the subducted slab is
dominated by the closure of pores and fractures
rather than by mineral dehydration [Hacker, 2008]
and we do not consider this P-T. Temperature-
dependentDmineral/fluid values are taken into account
in the stepwise calculations. The mass of each
element removed from the slab by dehydration at
each step modifies the composition of the slab for
the next calculation step. This approach is similar
to that proposed by Marschall et al. [2007].
Change in the source SED/AOC compositions
(Cs SED and Cs AOC) by fluid depletion expressed
by remaining fraction of original SED/AOC com-
position are shown graphically in SDS worksheet
of Software S1. Finally, the slab fluid compositions
for a given P-T condition are calculated by mixing
the released fluids from SED- (XFLUID SED) and
AOC-derived (XFLUID AOC) with an adjustable
mixing parameter (rmix) (rmix = mass fraction
of SED fluid in total fluid; see SDS module in
Figure 2). In nature, this parameter is probably
influenced by the amount of fluid dehydration from
each component in a closed system; however, we
provide rmix as an adjustable parameter without any
geodynamic or petrological constraints because the
relative proportions of SED and AOC sources is
generally not known. For example, XSED compo-
nents are thought to be less than 5% of fluid mass in
the case of Izu-Bonin-Mariana arc basalts [Ishizuka
et al., 2003] but is argued to be almost 95% of the
fluid mass in Sunda arc lavas [Sendjaja et al.,
2009; Turner and Foden, 2001], even though both
arcs are associated with cold subduction zones.
Isotope mixing using this same model provides a
better constraint.
[35] The Sr-Nd-Pb isotopic compositions of the
slab fluids are assumed to be the same as those
in the source materials. Slab dehydration is a low-
temperature process, which can fractionate some
isotopes. Isotopes used in ABS2 have greater
atomic mass (86M-208M) with relatively small mass
difference between isotopes, so significant isotopic
fractionation is unlikely. However, isotopes with
smaller atomic mass and larger relative mass differ-
ences such as Li and B, which are not modeled by
ABS2, will fractionate during slab dehydration
[Wunder et al., 2005, 2006]. Mixing of XFLUID SED
and XFLUID AOC is based on isotopic binary mixing
[Faure and Mensing, 2005] controlled by element
abundances inXFLUID SED andXFLUID AOC. Thus, the
rmix between XFLUID SED and XFLUID AOC is critical
for constraining the isotopic mass balance.
2.3. Fluid-Mantle Reaction: Two-Stage
Zone-Refining Model
2.3.1. Zone-Refining Stage 1: Mantle
Wedge Sole
[36] Fluids liberated from the slab should react
with the overriding wedge mantle to form hydrous
silicates such as amphibole, serpentine, chlorite,
and phlogopite. This mantle wedge includes a low-T
wedge sole overlain by high-T mantle wedge
asthenosphere [Navon et al., 1996;Poli and Schmidt,
1995; Tatsumi and Eggins, 1995] (Figure 1). The
subarc mantle may also include lithospheric mantle
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between the arc crust and asthenosphere, but this is
not considered in ABS2. Here we focus on pro-
cesses in the sole; high-T processes in the wedge
asthenosphere are considered in section 2.3.2.
[37] The mantle wedge sole is important for arc
magma genesis because this is where an important
stage of PERID metasomatism occurs because of
reaction with infiltrating slab fluid [Bebout, 2007;
Garrido et al., 2005; King et al., 2003]. Metasom-
atized PERID will then be dragged down to dehy-
drate at higher P [Ionov and Hofmann, 1995;
Tatsumi and Eggins, 1995]. Along the NE Japan
SST, for example, Perple_X calculations indicate
that serpentine is stable to 2.8 GPa and chlorite is
stable to 3.5 GPa for PERID (see Figure 3h).
Almost no hydrous silicates remain after chlorite
breaks down because of the very low K content of
PERID, which prevents stabilization of sheet sili-
cates such as phlogopite.
[38] One problem arises in modeling mass balance
in this region: to properly calculate the effects of
fluid flux from the slab into the mantle, the rate and
pattern of flow within the wedge relative to the slab
velocity must be known. Solving this problem
requires a dynamic mass balance model and is
beyond the scope of this paper. As a simplification,
we assume that (1) a metasomatized PERID layer
develops above the slab and (2) slab-derived fluid
is fully absorbed by the metasomatized PERID
layer (indicated by 2.1 in Figure 1). These assump-
tions may be reasonable because this fluid is
unlikely to penetrate beyond the low-T PERID
layer until the layer is completely transformed to
hydrous silicates. Change in hydrated PERID com-
position along the slab surface expressed by rela-
tive enrichment factor (multiples or fractions of the
original PERID composition (X 0PERID) is shown
graphically in SDS worksheet of Software S1.
Once the PERID layer is saturated, excess fluid
can traverse the layer by crack or porous flow. We
apply a zone-refining reaction calculation [Ayers,
1998] to simulate this fluid-PERID reaction (see














X 0FLUID reacted fluid composition of an
element;
X 0PERID metasomatized mantle peridotite
composition of an element;
XFLUID slab fluid composition of an
element derived from equation (1);
DPERID/FLUID partition coefficient of an element







Xa modal composition of a residual
mineral in PERID;
Da distribution coefficient of a
mineral;
n reacted mass of mantle peridotite in
multiples of fluid weight; in other
words, peridotite-fluid mass ratio.
[39] A zone-refining reaction is useful for model-
ing the mantle wedge sole because it can simulate
fluid–PERID interactions, ranging from no reac-
tion (n = 0) to full reaction (n = infinity).
[40] To incorporate this model into ABS2, we
assume that (1) the slab-derived fluid is added to
overlying PERID until the bound H2O reaches
saturation for a given P-T and (2) this saturation
continues along the SST up to 6 GPa. In theory, the
stepwise fluid addition from the slab results in a
significant increase of the metasomatized PERID
mass. This mass increase does not affect the zone-
refining model, because reaction between the slab
fluid and metasomatized PERID is simply defined
by the peridotite-fluid mass ratio ‘‘n.’’
[41] In contrast to the solid–fluid mass balance
issue, the metasomatized PERID composition
changes along the SST because of the progressive
addition of slab fluids that progressively change
composition as the subducted slab experiences
prograde metamorphism. The metasomatized
PERID composition (X 0PERID) at a given P-T is
used for the zone-refining reaction with the slab-
derived fluid (XFLUID) at the same P-T condition. In
this case, we assume a 2-D (vertical) reaction
column where the fluid derived from the slab rises
into the directly overlying PERID where it is
involved in zone-refining reactions. The PERID
Xa is calculated by Perple_X. The Dmineral/fluid
values used for zone refining are from S = Xa 
Da. (see SDS and ZR modules in Figure 2). The
calculated compositions of the metasomatized
PERID (X 0PERID) and zone-refined fluid (X
0
FLUID)
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[42] The isotopic compositions of metasomatized
PERID change in composition along the SST and
are calculated by stepwise computations in SDS
(see SDS worksheet in Software S1). The isotopic
calculations during stage 1 zone refining are basi-
cally the same as the equation of Ayers [1998], but
use a computational rather an analytical solution
(see ZRef_1 worksheet in Software S1). The mod-
ified slab-derived fluid composition X 0FLUID is
used for further reactions higher in the mantle
wedge (Figure 2).
[43] An alternative geochemical model for wedge
sole hydrous peridotite is dehydration from the
progressively metasomatized peridotite. We can
apply PERID derived fluid calculated by Rayleigh
distillation as one of the fluid components from
slab along with slab SED and AOC fluids. One
difficulty encountered is mass balance in wedge
sole PERID as the model for fluid in this region
should include input of fluid from the slab as well
as output of fluid to the high temperature mantle
wedge. Compared to the slab fluid mass balance
governed by outflow from the slab alone, PERID
mass balance is difficult to constrain unless total
influxes of both PERID and fluid are known.
Moreover, the temperature structure in the mantle
wedge base is also hard to constrain. To avoid
this complexity, we chose a zone-refining model
using metasomatized mantle as a reactor to the
slab derived fluids although we consider progres-
sive composition change of the PERID by fluid
metasomatism.
[44] By applying the wedge base metasomatism–
stage 1 zone-refining reaction, the effect of the
mantle wedge base sole is to add more fluid mobile
elements, such as Rb, Ba, and K, to the slab derived
fluid as ‘‘n’’ increases. This means that this process
can account for the behavior of other volatile and
extremely fluid mobile elements, such as As, Sb, Cl,
F, B, and Li [Bebout et al., 1999; Marschall et al.,
2006, 2007; Ryan et al., 1995; Sadofsky et al., 2008;
Straub and Layne, 2003;Wunder et al., 2005, 2006].
These elements are not considered in our ABS2
model but modeling them is expected to be a future
modification to the ABS model. To do this, infor-
mation about temperature-dependent mineral/fluid
partition coefficients for these elements in the man-
tle and particularly in the slab are needed.
2.3.2. Zone-Refining Stage 2: Inside the
Mantle Wedge
[45] The second reaction step in the mantle wedge
takes place in the hot asthenospheric core. Ayers
[1998] used his experimental results on element
partitioning between fluid and mantle minerals to
simulate changes in fluid composition during fluid
transfer through mantle peridotite [Ayers, 1998].
The presence of an inverted geotherm in the lower
part of the mantle wedge [Peacock et al., 2005]
implies that no hydrous silicates other than phlog-
opite survive in the wedge core [Schmidt and Poli,
1998] (see Figures 3a, 3d, and 3g). Phlogopite can
affect only K, Ba, and Rb contents [Green et al.,
2000] and is not effectively stabilized by low-K
PERID. Thus it plays a negligible role for other
elements in the mantle wedge asthenosphere. In
this scenario, fluids processed by the 1st stage of
the zone refining are immediately introduced into
the nominally anhydrous mineral bearing PERID
system [Iwamori, 1998, 2000]. In this part of the
wedge, little modification of the fluid element
abundances occurs until it reaches the peridotite
melting region, except for elements such as Y, Zr,
or Th which are partitioned into nominally anhy-
drous mantle minerals [Ayers, 1998].
[46] For the 2nd stage zone-refining reaction in the
mantle wedge, ABS2 uses Ayers’s [1998] zone-
refining model, producing X 00FLUID, which is avail-
able for further reaction (Figure 2). This module
(ZR2) has the same calculation steps as the 1st
stage zone refining (ZR1), but with different D
values. The calculated compositions of unmeta-
somatized PERID (XPERID), the zone-refined fluid
(X 00FLUID) compositions, and bulk rock partition
coefficients are shown in ZRef_2 worksheet in
Software S1. Note that the Sr-Nd-Pb isotopic
composition of PERID is predefined as the source
component of ABS 2. This composition is modi-
fied by wedge sole metasomatism during 1st stage
zone refining, whereas the original PERID compo-
sition is used for 2nd stage zone refining. In the
2nd stage, fresh PERID is assumed to be supplied
by convective flow of the mantle from behind the
arc (see Figure 1).
[47] The zone-refining reactions of ZR1 and ZR2
simulate an extremely wide range of reactions with
chromatographic element behavior (see sigmoidal
curves in Figure 5). The reaction of the slab fluid
increases with increasing ‘‘n.’’ The effect depends
on DPERID/FLUID, where elements with low
DPERID/FLUID are largely preserved in fluids up to
large ‘‘n’’ (see Pb in Figure 5 (top)). Assuming that
D(H2O)PERID/FLUID is equal to D(Ce)PERID/FLUID
[Stolper and Newman, 1994], the behavior of
aqueous fluid can be investigated. Up to n = 1,
almost all the H2O in fluid is derived from the slab,
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whereas at n 100, the slab-derivedH2O is replaced
by H2O from nominally anhydrous PERID (H2O 
0.3% [Iwamori, 2000]) (Figure 5, bottom).
2.4. Mantle Melting: P-T-XH2O-F
Constrained Open System Fluid-Fluxed
Melting
[48] The third box of ABS2 describes the mantle
melting (OSM in Figure 2) using an open system
dynamic melting equation [Ozawa, 2001; Ozawa
and Shimizu, 1995; Zou, 1998]. The equation that
we used is that of Zou [1998] for partial melting of
the mantle (calculations for residual solid and inter-
stitial melt compositions are included but not used
for ABS2, see OSM worksheet in Software S1), but
is basically the same as that proposed by Ozawa
and Shimizu [1995]. The equations require input of
the slab fluid composition (X 00FLUID), mantle peri-
dotite composition (XPERID), and variables for
melting conditions. The melting parameters include
the partition coefficients between peridotite and
hydrous melt (DSOLID/MELT), mantle-melting min-
eralogy (Xa and Pa), degree of partial melting (F),
porosity (residual melt mass fraction after melt
extraction) of the melting system (f), and mass
fraction of fluid in generated melt (note that the
definition of b is given as ‘‘fluid mass fraction of
initial solid divided by degree of melting F’’ by
assuming constant fluid flux to the melting system
Figure 5. Element behavior as a result of second-stage zone-refining reactions. (top) Composition of the final fluid
relative to the original fluid. (bottom) Percent of the original slab-derived element flux that is retained in fluid. This is
equal to isotopic ratio changes with increasing n. Note that element abundance and % original element flux changes
describe sigmoidal curves, which depend on partition coefficient Dfluid/peridotite. H2O is simulated using DH2O = DCe.
H2O in fluid is almost 100% from slab-derived fluid up to n  1 but is replaced by H2O from nominally anhydrous
peridotite minerals at n  100. The zone-refining model can simulate a wide range of fluid-peridotite interactions,
ranging from n = 0 (fluid moves along cracks with no interaction with peridotite) to n  infinity (porous flow and
chromatographic reaction and complete reequilibration).
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[Ozawa and Shimizu, 1995]) (b) (see Figure 2).
X 00FLUID is derived from the zone-refining (ZR)
module as noted above, XPERID uses a depleted
MORB mantle composition [Salters and Stracke,
2004; Workman and Hart, 2005] with variously
depleted compositions at XPERID, the same as that
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XBAS basalt melt composition of an element;
XPERID source peridotite composition;
D bulk melt distribution coefficient of an






Xa modal composition of a residual mineral
phase;
Da melt distribution coefficient of a mineral;






Pa modal composition of a consumed
mineral;
Da melt distribution coefficient of a mineral;
a interstitial melt weight volume deter-
mined by a = f/(1  f);
f porosity of melting system or residual
melt mass fraction after melting;
b mass fraction of fluid in generated melt
(when fluid influx is constant);
F degree of partial melting;
Fc defined by a/(a + b + 1);
X 00FLUID fluid composition calculated by
equation (2).
[49] In a fluid-fluxed melting system, one should
consider the affect of H2O added to the system,
which controls degree of melting at a given P-T
condition [Grove et al., 2006;Hirose andKawamoto,
1995; Katz et al., 2003]. The open system melting
model uses F and b, defined as b = XH2O/F,
where XH2O is the mass fraction of H2O in the
mantle PERID. This means that b is the H2O
mass fraction in the melt just prior to melt
extraction defined by Shaw [2000, equation (22)]
if the fluid flux rate is constant [Ozawa and
Shimizu, 1995]. There is a strong constraint on
the relation between T-P-XH2O and F during
partial melting. The degree of melting, F, is a
well-known function of T and P [Green, 1973;
Kushiro, 1996] and H2O [Grove et al., 2006;
Hirose and Kawamoto, 1995]. A parameterization
of P-T-XH2O-F relation consistent with experi-
mental results was proposed by Katz et al.
[2003]. Realistic modeling of open system, fluid
flux melting requires parameterization of P-T-
XH2O-F. We applied the Katz et al. [2003]
parameterization with a computational solution
of Katz et al. [2003, equation (19)] (see ‘‘Katz’’
worksheet in Software S1). The amount of clino-
pyroxene in PERID also controls F [Katz et al.,
2003]. The clinopyroxene mode is derived from
the mineralogic mode of PERID estimated by
pMELTS at various %MORB extract as described
above in the OSM worksheet (Software S1).
[50] The input parameters constraining open sys-
temmelting areP,T, andXH2O.At agivenP-T-XH2O
XH2O condition, the Katz module of ABS2 calcu-
lates F and the mass of H2O dissolved in the melt.
We use this dissolved H2O as a quasi-equivalent
fluid flux (b). The F and b thus obtained are used by
the open systemmelting model to calculate the trace
element composition of the melt (see OSM work-
sheet in Software S1). The H2O saturation of the
melt is another important limitation. Once themelt is
saturated with H2O, additional H2O should migrate
out of the melting system as a separate phase, and F
cannot increase further. Such a limitation is consid-
ered in the ABS2 calculations; model results for
water-oversaturated melts are excluded, using
thresholds determined by the P-dependent H2O
saturation curve of Katz et al. [2003].
[51] The residual melt mass fraction (or porosity)
is set at f = 0.01–0.03 (usually 0.01) as esti-
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wedge above the cold NE Japan subduction zone
[Nakajima et al., 2005]. Xa and Pa are derived from
pMELTS calculations for a range of P and F
[Ghiorso et al., 2002] on a DMM mantle compo-
sition [Workman and Hart, 2005]. Mineral modes
of Xa at 1–3 GPa (0.1 GPa step) and F at 1–30%
(1% step) melting are available (see Per_Mode
worksheet in Software S1). Pa is poorly con-
strained by pMELTS at low F, so we set Pa = Xa
(modal melting). This does not greatly affect the
calculated trace element compositions except
for extremely low F of garnet-bearing residue
[Kimura and Yoshida, 2006]. DSOLID/MELT =
S Xa  Dmineral/melt is calculated using Dmineral/melt
from Green et al. [2000]. One can also test differ-
ent partition coefficients Dmineral/melt [e.g., McDade
et al., 2003a, 2003b; Salters et al., 2002] by
altering partition coefficient in the Data_Input
panel (see Software S1). The trace element com-
position of high Mg # basalt (XBAS) is eventually
calculated (see OSM worksheet in Software S1).
The isotopic compositions of XBAS are calculated
using a computational solution of the OSM equa-
tion (see IOSM worksheet in Software S1).
[52] Note that all the dehydration, zone refining,
and open system melting parameters above are
given as mass fractions in equation (1) to equation (3)
and in Katz et al.’s [2003] parameterization
equations. However, we use mass fraction
expressed on a 100 percent basis in the fitting
parameters of ABS2 (%MORB extraction, %XH2O,
%F, %b, and %f). These parameters are listed
for convenience in Appendix A.
2.5. ABS2 Model Summary
[53] Absolute mass balance during open system
melting is fully maintained among fluid, PERID,
and melt in terms of elements and isotopes. In
contrast, the masses of dehydrated slab fluid, fluid
and peridotite that contributed to zone-refining
reactions in stages 1 and 2 are treated as ratios
rather than absolute mass fractions. This basic
scheme of the ABS2 model, thus, uses relative
contributions of (1) slab SED/AOC, (2) metasom-
atized PERID, and (3) high-temperature PERID in
the mantle wedge to the fluid composition that is
eventually introduced to the open system melting.
This means that once entire agreement is achieved
between model and natural high Mg # basalts,
contributions of (1) slab P-T, thus element abun-
dances in the slab fluid calculated via T-dependent
Dfluid/mineral; (2) mass fractions between SED and
AOC fluids; and (3) mass ratio between fluid and
PERID defined by ‘‘n1’’ and ‘‘n2’’ should all be
satisfied to fit the fluid composition introduced into
the open system melting.
[54] The three calculation modules (SDS, two-
stage ZR, OSM) of ABS2 are sequentially
connected with the Data_Input module (Figure 2).
The parameters described above are linked
between modules. The constraints from the calcu-
lation steps are interlinked without iterating. There-
fore, the overall ABS2 model consists of a series of
forward calculations: (1) the source composition
input, (2) the SDS calculator of slab fluid compo-
sition, (3) the zone-refining fluid-mantle reaction,
and (4) open system melting (Figure 2). The
unknown variables are intensive and extensive
parameters (e.g., P, T, %XH2O, rmix, and ‘‘n’’
factors). The mass balance calculations are per-
formed for 26 incompatible elements and Sr-Nd-Pb
isotopic compositions. A full mass balance is
maintained in the three isotope systems as well as
trace elements using nonanalytical computational
solutions in the isotope calculations in the SDS,
ZR, and OSM modules. This is one of the major
advantages of ABS2 for understanding primitive
arc basalts, as the calculation sequence is basically
a forward model that can be iteratively fitted to
data by varying input parameters. Automated fit-
ting is partially available using macro function of
Excel1, as described in section 3.3.
3. Using the ABS2 Excel1 Spreadsheet
3.1. Excel1 ABS Version 2 Structure
[55] ABS2 is a Microsoft# Excel1-based program
(Software S1) that uses 14 different worksheets in
an Excel file. The user interface consists of three
worksheets: (1) Control_Panel, (2) Data_Input, and
(3) Result_Comp. The Data_Input worksheet is a
spreadsheet for inputs of source compositions
(XCH, XCLAY, XTERR, and XAOC), normalization
values for multielement plots, and PERID-melt
partition coefficients for olivine, clinopyroxene,
orthopyroxene, spinel and garnet (Software S1).
[56] The Control_Panel worksheet (Figure 6) has
input cells that control input variables discussed
above (see also parameters in blue in Figure 2) as
defined in Appendix A. The other 11 worksheets
are separate calculation modules: (4) the Per_Dep
worksheet calculates depleted PERID source com-
position at various %MORB extract; (5) the Slab_
Mode worksheet and (6) the SDS worksheet com-
bine to form the SDS module, which calculates
mineralogic modes and bound H2O contents along
Geochemistry
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Figure 6. ABS version 2 Control_Panel worksheet. Predefined model conditions panel includes parameters for
altering source compositions (e.g., CH, CLAY, and TERR), mixing ratio = rSED, and mantle wedge PERID model
(either PM, primitive mantle; W, Workman and Hart [2005] DMM; or S, Salters and Stracke [2004] DMM). SST
model can be set to one of several subduction zone thermal models. Fitting parameters panel defines PSDS slab
dehydration pressure along the SST, %MORB extract PERID depletion factor, n1 and n2 zone-refining parameters,
POSM-TOSM-XH2O, and %f mantle melting parameters used for open system melting parameterization to derive %F
and %b. Fitting macro preset parameters panel defines ranges and steps for parameters. Threshold of total residual
sum at residual sum maximum limit is entered by the user. Slab mineralogy, mantle mineralogy, fluid composition,
and basalt composition panel indicates dehydration mode and wt % bound H2O for the SED, AOC, and PERID
components and the mantle-melting mode; the total trace element composition of the fluid and the H2O in generated
in primitive basalt are also specified. Multielement plot and isotope plot are used for fitting by examination. Note that
MORB and OIB dots in element ratio diagrams in Control_Panel of Software S1 are from the Geochemistry of Rocks
of the Oceans and the Continents database (Max-Planck-Institut für Chemie, 2007, http://georoc.mpch-
mainz.gwdg.de/georoc/), and model dots are calculated for Hawaii tholeiite and alkali basalts on the basis of
Kimura et al. [2006].
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the SST (Slab_Mode worksheet) and then calcu-
lates slab and slab fluid compositions along the
SST with temperature-dependent Dmineral/fluid (SDS
worksheet); (7) the ZRef_1 and (8) ZRef_2 work-
sheets calculate zone-refining reactions at the
wedge sole and in wedge core mantle peridotite,
respectively; and the (9) Per_Mode, (10) Katz,
(11) OSM, and (12) IOSM worksheets together
form an open system melting module that
calculates residual peridotite modes (Per_Mode),
P-T-XH2O-F parameterization (Katz), and open
system melting for trace elements (OSM) and
isotopes (IOSM). (13) The Rs worksheet calculates
key element ratios that are used for diagrams in the
Control_Panel worksheet and (14) the Summary
worksheet for fitting calculation data output.
The diagrams include multielement plot, Sr-Nd-Pb
isotope plots, and some key trace element ratios
[Pearce et al., 2005]. The denominators of the
multielement plot can be altered between primitive
mantle PM [Sun and McDonough, 1989], DMM
[Workman andHart, 2005], andN-MORB [Albarède,
2005; Pearce and Parkinson, 1993] by altering
the DENOMIN parameter in the Control_Panel
worksheet (Figure 6).
3.2. Control_Panel Unknown Parameters
[57] Unknown parameters in the Control_Panel are
defined in Appendix A. As shown in the prede-
fined model conditions on the Control_Panel work-
sheet (Figure 6), the unknown variables to be
estimated in the 1st stage are the source sediment
mixing ratio (rSED: rCH, rCLAY, rTERR) between CH,
CLAY, and TERR (rCH + rCLAY + rTERR = 1 giving
source SED composition XSED = rCH  XCH +
rCLAY  XCLAY + rTERR  XTERR.) and the wedge
peridotite depletion from DMM (%MORB extract).
The released SED slab fluid mass fraction (rmix)
over total fluid mass between SED and AOC fluids
is the only remaining variable in SDS when the
SST is defined. For the SST, Tohoku (T), Aeolian
(A), Cascade (C), Oregon (R), and two Izu models
with isoviscous (I) and with temperature-dependent
olivine (O) rheology are provided. The Izu,
Tohoku, and Aeolian arcs are cold subduction
zones, whereas the Cascadia and Oregon arcs
represent hot subduction zones. The SST module
will be extended to subduction zones worldwide in
the near future (E. Syracuse et al., A global
comparison of the thermal structure of subduction
zones, manuscript in preparation, 2009). All
parameters should be entered, following instruc-
tions on the Control_Panel.
[58] The variables shown in the fitting parameters
on the Control_Panel are used for the 2nd-stage
data fitting. The slab dehydration pressure (PSDS)
defines the slab dehydration P-T conditions along
the SST. When the pressure is specified, the TSDS
and slab depth are automatically calculated on the
basis of the chosen SST. The source PERID
depletion (%MORB extract) should be input in the
1st stage; this parameter is critical for determining
other intensive variables, such as the degree of
mantle melting F. Therefore, this is included in the
2nd stage parameter as the PERID ‘‘%MORBext’’
factor. The subsequent zone-refining (ZR) varia-
bles are n1 and n2 for the two reaction modules.
Open system melting (OSM) requires the pressure
(POSM), temperature (TOSM), and %XH2O of the
melting mantle mass, which determine the degree
of melting %F and the mass fraction of fluid in the
basalt melt %b in OSM from Katz et al.’s [2003]
P-T-F-XH2O parameterization. The residual mass
fraction (or porosity) %f is also a parameter of
OSM and is usually fixed at 1–3 as discussed
earlier.
3.3. Data Fitting: Manual Input and
Semiautomated Macro Operations
[59] Fitting between a given primitive basalt com-
position and the model compositions is available
by manually altering the predefined parameters
and fitting parameters in the Control_Panel (see
Figure 6). The operator can alter these parameters
from top to bottom (1st stage to 2nd stage) and find
the ‘‘best fit’’ by observing the multielement
plot, isotope plots, and element ratio plots on the
Control_Panel. Petrologically ‘‘acceptable numbers’’
[Kimura and Yoshida, 2006] can help guide this
procedure. Guidance is provided by warning cells
immediately right of the calculated %F and %b
cells.
[60] ABS2 includes a macro that semiautomatically
finds the best fitting parameters. The Summary
worksheet shows the resulting fits. Because of
the large number of variables and the underlying
complex calculations, it is not always useful to try
to fit all parameters. Therefore, the macro fits only
the 2nd stage parameters: slab dehydration pressure
(PSDS), PERID depletion (%MORB extract), and peri-
dotite melting pressure, temperature, and fluid flux
(POSM, TOSM, and XH2O%). These can be set in the
fitting parameters boxes. Two zone-refining
parameters (n1 and n2) and porosity (f%) are
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[61] The macro calculation parameters are defined
in the fitting macro preset parameters panel in the
Control_Panel. The ranges and steps of the fitting
parameters can be set (see Figure 6). The maxi-
mum for the residual sums for LREE (6 elements),
HREE (9), HFSE including U and Th (6), and the
LILE including Sr (5), are used for filtering
‘‘matched’’ results to be saved in the Summary
worksheet. If the operator wishes to record all the
calculation results in each cycle, the maximum
residual values should be increased to 10 (equiv-
alent of ±100% threshold of element abundance in
total residual sum for 5–9 elements). Restricting
the fitting parameter ranges and steps helps reduce
calculation cycles and thus time. The maximum
recordable calculation cycle is 65,000, because of
the limitation of Excel1’s Summary function. To
run the macro, the operator should click the ABS
Macro button in the predefined condition field (left
of the multielement plot) or use Excel1 commands
to run the macro named ‘‘parameters.’’ The macro
function must be activated when opening the ABS2
following the Excel1 alert.
4. Application of ABS2: NE (Tohoku)
Japan Example
[62] As an example of how to apply ABS2, we
examine the NE Japan arc. The geochemistry of
high Mg # basalts across the arc has been investi-
gated with the prototype ABS and ABS version 1
[Kimura and Stern, 2009; Kimura and Yoshida,
2006]. High-resolution geophysical images of the
mantle wedge [Hasegawa et al., 1991; Nakajima
and Hasegawa, 2003; Nakajima et al., 2005] and
high-resolution finite element models [Kneller et
al., 2007] are available for constraining aspects of
the subduction zone. Below we examine two
representative high Mg # basalts from the volcanic
front (VF) and rear arc (RA) of the NE Japan arc
[Kimura and Stern, 2009; Kimura and Yoshida,
2006] using ABS2.
4.1. Source Material and High Mg # Basalt
Data
[63] The Data_Input worksheet has two major
fields of input cells for 26 trace elements (Rb to
Lu in ppm) and Sr-Nd-Pb isotope ratios. The
‘‘Target basalt composition’’ accepts three different
basalt compositions (XBAS1–3) for simulation (see
examples NEJ VF and NEJ RA in Data_Input
worksheet in Software S1 for primitive NE Japan
arc basalts of Kimura and Yoshida [2006]) and
choices made by entering numbers in the SAMPLE
cell in the Control_Panel worksheet. The ‘‘source
composition’’ field in Data_Input should be en-
tered in the order XAOC, XCH, XCLAY, and XTERR.
Examples in Software S1 are altered MORB
[Kelley et al., 2003], and terrigeneous SED with
upper continental crust (UCC) composition [Taylor
and McLennan, 1985]. As CH and CLAY are not
involved, these columns are left blank and their
proportions listed in the Control_Panel should be
zero. These can be altered using compositions from
other databases [Plank and Langmuir, 1998]. The
reason why we chose UCC rather than the Pacific
sediment is that the NE Japan arc has an accre-
tionary prism and terrigeneous sediments from the
arc crust are likely to be subducted. This reason
was given by Kimura and Yoshida [2006] and we
follow the same model here.
[64] The Perple_X calculation in ABS2 is based on
CH, CLAY, TERR, and AOC compositions of
Hacker [2008]. Other sediment compositions
would require additional Perple_X calculations.
However, the uniformity of CH, CLAY, TERR,
and AOC major element compositions [Staudigel
et al., 1996; Taylor and McLennan, 1985] allows
broad application of ABS2 with the existing SDS
database. We used TERR and AOC compositions
for the NE Japan calculations.
4.2. Fitting ABS2 Output to the NE Japan
Basalts
[65] The Control_Panel (Figure 6) shows an exam-
ple of manual fitting by examination. The data used
for this example are for NEJ VF Funagata basalt
analyzed and primary magma compositions esti-
mated by Kimura and Yoshida [2006]. The SST
model used is Tohoku (T) (NE Japan) with a
temperature-dependent olivine rheology [van
Keken et al., 2002]. The result indicates a very
good fit using rmix = 0.07 for fluid from a slab
dehydration depth PSDS = 3.5 GPa (116 km slab
depth), and TSDS = 749C slab temperature (see
Figure 6). The PERID model is the DMM of
Workman and Hart [2005] with no further deple-
tion by melt extraction (%MORB extract = 0). No
metasomatism of the mantle source is assumed
although slab-derived materials obviously affect
mantle beneath arcs [Hochstaedter et al., 2001;
Pearce et al., 2005] and back arc basins [Kelley et
al., 2006; Taylor and Martinez, 2003]. In this
context, the arc signature in the primary basalt is
fully attributed to the contemporaneous slab fluid.
Therefore, the model estimates a maximum role for
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slab derived fluid. In reality, the role of slab fluid is
likely less than the model estimates because of the
likelihood of earlier episodes of mantle metasoma-
tism. Zone-refining reactions are not necessary,
similar to the previous conclusions of Ayers
[1998]. The mantle melting conditions are set at
POSM = 1.0 GPa and TOSM = 1050C with
%XH2O = 3.0 wt % mantle mass, resulting in
%F = 22% melting with %b = 12.7 wt % H2O in
the basalt melt. This is close to H2O saturation of
basalt melt at this P-T condition (see Figure 6).
Fitting using key trace element ratios is also shown
in Software S1 Control_Panel for Ba/Yb, Nb/Yb,
Ta/Yb, Th/La, and Sm/La. Other element pairs are
also available from the Result_Comp worksheet.
[66] As one of the predefined model conditions, rmix
is adjusted on the basis of isotopic compositions.
The use of the 208Pb/204Pb-206Pb/204Pb system
along with Sr-Nd isotope systematics is extremely
useful when the target basalt composition lies within
the triangular space defined by XSED, XAOC, and
XPERID compositions in
208Pb/204Pb-206Pb/204Pb
space (see Figure 6). The fitting parameters are
then altered either by examination or by macro
calculations by observing manually or statistically
best fit element abundances between natural and
model primitive basalts compositions. This was
done first with ‘‘n = 0’’ inputs in n1 and n2 and
then adjusted with n > 0. However, examination
failed to produce a fit for n > 0. Therefore, the
zone-refining parameters are left as ‘‘null’’ for this
example (see Figure 6). Results calculated with the
fitting macro preset parameters in Figure 6 are
shown in the Summary worksheet in Software S1.
[67] In contrast to the NE Japan VF basalt, calcu-
lations with a DMM source and the Tohoku SST
failed to fit the RA basalt (Chokai basalt of Kimura
and Yoshida [2006]) under any conditions. The
major reason is due to low slab fluid element
abundances. Instead, we explored the much hotter
Cascadia SST, which provides higher slab-derived
element abundances due to temperature-dependent
Dmineral/fluid. Use of the Cascadia SST is obviously
not ideal for NE Japan; however, the overall
mineralogy produced by the prograde metamor-
phism does not differ much from the Tohoku SST.
A high slab dehydration temperature for RA basalt
has been reported using ABS1 simple slab dehy-
dration model [Kimura and Stern, 2009; Kimura
and Yoshida, 2006].
[68] For the RA basalt, a 1st stage zone-refining
step with n = 6 is also necessary to accommodate
deficits in K and Rb in the model basalt. This
suggests that there is an additional effect of dehy-
dration of metasomatized PERID or from reaction
of the slab fluid with the metasomatized PERID.
This may be reasonable for the hot slab required
for the RA basalt model and the coincidence of the
chlorite stability field limit at the P-T condition
between the two SSTs beneath the VF and RA (see
Figure 1).
4.3. ABS2 Analysis and Interpretations
[69] Calculation results for NE Japan VF and RA
basalts using ABS2 are shown in Figure 7. We here
compare the new NE Japan results with our previ-
ous results and then further discuss aspects of the
ABS2 model.
4.3.1. Origin of NE Japan Basalts: VF and
RA Basalts Examined by ABS2
[70] The ABS1 results for VF basalt suggested the
following inputs: source PERID was DMM
depleted by 4%MORB extraction, slab SED mixing
rate rmix = 0.07, slab dehydration TSDS = 750C and
PSDS = 4 GPa, mantle melting POSM = 1.0 GPa, F =
20%, and fluid mass flux b = 3 wt % [Kimura and
Stern, 2009]. ABS1 constrained H2O in the mantle
melting region using the experimental results of
Hirose and Kawamoto [1995].
[71] The ABS2 model with its improved T-P-
XH2O-F parameterization [Katz et al., 2003]
estimates b = 5–12 wt % for VF mantle melting
conditions, rmix = 0.07, TOSM = 1100–
1350C, POSM = 1.0–2.6 GPa, and F = 19–26%
with DMM source without depletion (see Figure 7).
The wide b range is the result of the relatively wide
P-T-XH2O-F capability accommodating various
slab fluid chemistries from a range of slab dehydra-
tion conditions, from PSDS = 3.4 GPa, TSDS = 735C
to 5.0 GPa, 810C. This is one of the advantages of
examining all available combinations of parameters
with the Fitting macro function. Weak positive
correlation between POSM and TOSM and negative
correlation between TOSM and %b (Figures 7c
and 7d) appears to originate from the melting
parameterization, indicating that deep, high-T
mantle requires less fluid flux, whereas shallow
low-T mantle requires more fluid to accommodate
element concentration and degree of melting in
mantle melting mass balance.
[72] An interesting result for VF basalt is that
different slab dehydration models do not change
output much. Both Kimura and Yoshida [2006] and
Kimura and Stern [2009] used simple temperature-
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Figure 7. ABS2 results for NE Japan VF and RA basalts. Fitting result for (a) VF and (b) RA basalts with input
parameters discussed in section 2. ‘‘Best fit’’ relationship between mantle melting temperature and (c) melting
pressure and (d) fluid flux (%b = %XH2O in primitive basalt). (e) Mantle melting pressure and F relation and
(f) percent mantle fluid mass %XH2O versus %b = H2O in primitive basalt. See section 2 for discussion.
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dependent eclogite dehydration based on experi-
mental results of Kessel et al. [2005a]. A poor fit
was observed for K and Rb between natural VF
and model basalt, due perhaps to the presence of
mica in the slab, which was not considered in the
previous models [Kimura and Stern, 2009; Kimura
and Yoshida, 2006]. ABS2 includes phengite as a
residual phase in the dehydrated slab, both for SED
and AOC (see slab mineralogy table in Figure 6)
and thus provides a better fit to ABS2 results
except for Rb, which may be affected by crustal
contamination along with Th [Kimura and Yoshida,
2006]. Notwithstanding the different SDS models,
calculated results overlap. This indicates that the
slab fluid necessary for VF high Mg # basalts is
derived from an eclogitic source that dehydrated at
PSDS = 3.4–5 GPa. This depth range corresponds
to a region of extensive dehydration of AOC, SED,
and PERID (see Figures 3b, 3e, and 3h). This
conclusion is consistent with the expectation that
strong dehydration beneath the magmatic front
results in greater mantle melting due to fluid
fluxing [Kimura and Stern, 2009; Kimura and
Yoshida, 2006].
[73] Additionally, the source PERID depletion fac-
tor (%MORB extract = 0) is smaller with ABS2
whereas %MORB extract = 4 wt % with ABS1. The
difference originates from the greater fluid addition
by ABS2 from the parameterized fluid-fluxed
mantle melting, so we think that the new conclu-
sion is more reliable.
[74] The ABS1 results for rear-arc (RA) basalt
suggested that (1) the source PERID depletion is
4%MORB extraction from DMM; (2) slab SED rmix =
0.03; (3) slab dehydration TSDS = 1020C and
PSDS = 6 GPa; and (4) mantle melting can be
characterized by POSM = 2.3 GPa, %F = 3%, and
fluid flux %XH2O = 1 wt % of mantle mass [Kimura
and Stern, 2009]. The ABS2 results suggest that
(1) PERID depletion is 0%MORB extraction from
DMM; (2) rmix = 0.05; (3) TSDS = 932–1003C
and PSDS = 4.1–6.0 GPa; and (4) mantle melting
POSM = 2.4 GPa,%F = 3–5%, TOSM = 960–1050C,
and %XH2O = 1–1.5%, %b = 15–23 wt % fluid in
melt mass (Figure 7).
[75] In general, results from ABS1 and ABS2
models agree. These suggest that, in order to
accommodate elevated LILE and LREE abundances
relative to VF basalts (Figure 7), RA basalt
generation requires greater slab temperatures
(TSDS) and mantle pressures (POSM), lower mantle
melting fractions %F and temperature TOSM than
those for VF basalt. The basic controls are similar
to those of our ABS1 model. The RA basalt
requires greater depth with lower degree of melting
than in VF basalt because of the requirement of
garnet in the residual mantle to achieve depletion in
HREE and steeper multielement plot pattern. This
results in deeper, cooler mantle beneath RA at least
in the magma segregation depth. A deep magma
source was suggested for the NE Japan RA by
seismic tomography [Nakajima et al., 2005]. The
magma production is smaller in the same RA
suggesting less melting beneath RA [Kimura and
Yoshida, 2006]. These evidences are the support of
our model. Greater H2O contents in basaltic melt
(%b = 15–23%) are required by ABS2 melt mod-
eling of RA basalt because of the requirement of low
%F and high %XH2O. A major difference for the
ABS2 RA basalt model is that significant stage 1
zone-refining (n1 = 5) is required to explain Rb and
K contents. This also suggests breakdown of phen-
gite or phlogopite at the base of the mantle wedge.
4.3.2. Origin of NE Japan Basalts:
Comparison to Previous Models
[76] ABS2 results can be usefully compared with
results from previous models for NE Japan arc
magmagenesis, ABS2 estimates of slab SED/AOC
contributions are similar to those proposed by
previous models [Kimura and Stern, 2009; Kimura
and Yoshida, 2006; Shibata and Nakamura, 1997].
Mixing ratio of released fluids from AOC and SED
(rmix) is similar between ABS2 and previous mod-
els, notwithstanding different estimates of slab
fluid composition for Sr, Nd, and Pb abundances
based on different DFLUID/SLAB. This may be due to
the eclogitic fluid source assumed by these studies.
If metamorphic minerals such as zoisite or epidote
are included in slab dehydration residues, the result
should have been different [Feineman et al., 2007;
Green and Adam, 2003]. ABS2 model calculation
confirms the absence of these minerals during slab
dehydration in cold subduction zones like NE
Japan. Isotope mixing calculations between slab
fluid and mantle melt by open system melting does
not give a much different result from those
obtained by simple isotope mixing models
[Sendjaja et al., 2009], although mass balance
between element and isotopes is not fully main-
tainedwith the simpler models. For these reasons, the
basic parameters for source components (SED,AOC,
and PERID) of arc basalt do not change that much
from previous models. However, these conclusions
were not elucidated until the fully self-consistent
mass balance ABS2 model was tested.
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[77] One major difference between previous mod-
els and ABS2 is H2O content in source PERID or
primary basalt melt. ABS2 models 5–12 wt % of
fluid in the primary basalt, far greater than any
previous estimate for NE Japan primary magma
(2–3 wt % at maximum [Kimura and Stern, 2009;
Kimura and Yoshida, 2006; Sakuyama and Nesbitt,
1986; Tatsumi et al., 1983]). The high H2O esti-
mates by ABS2 results from the competing mass
balance between trace element and degree of
partial melting, as more fluid required to satisfy
greater incompatible element abundance conversely
increase degree of melting, resulting in dilution of
fluid components by addition of PRID melt. There-
fore, element abundances in the slab fluid ulti-
mately control the ABS2 open system melting
parameters. There is a large uncertainty in partition
coefficient between slab and fluid. However, H2O
contents in primary basalts can only be reduced by
less than few times as trace element abundances in
slab fluids are high (see multielement plot in
Software S1 Control_Panel). Recently, H2O con-
tents of primitive arc basalts have been estimated
by various methods and may exceed 6 wt %. This is
true for lavas from both the N-Izu cold subduction
zone [Hamada and Fujii, 2007; Straub and Layne,
2003] and Central America hot subduction zone
[Sadofsky et al., 2008] although the water contents
are still smaller than the maximum estimate of H2O
near saturation in the primary basalt source [Grove
et al., 2002]. With these uncertainties in mind, we
think a 5–12 wt % H2O is reasonable. Such high
H2O contents in the melt source may partly result
from the assumption that the entire fluid is attributed
to fluid that was recently extracted from the sub-
ducted slab. Any preceding suprasubduction zone
fluid–melt mantle metasomatism [Hochstaedter et
al., 2001; Kimura and Yoshida, 2006; Savov et al.,
2005] should reduce this parameter.
[78] The estimated degree of melting (%F = 19–
26%) is similar to the previous estimates [Kimura
and Stern, 2009; Kimura and Yoshida, 2006;
Tatsumi et al., 1983]. These values are far greater
than the porosity estimate in the NE Japan arc
estimated by seismic data [Nakajima et al., 2005].
However, our petrological model assumes local
equilibrium rather than gross mantle porosity. Lo-
calized cracks for moving magma to the surface
beneath the VF [Nakajima et al., 2005] could allow
transport of large degree melts to the surface. We
note that an estimate of mantle wedge temperature
by Nakajima and Hasegawa [2003] using a seis-
mological approach fits reasonably well with the
ABS2 model, at least for the shallow level.
[79] The reliability of thermal structure models for
the mantle wedge and subducted slab is an impor-
tant topic [Kelemen et al., 2003a]. We applied SSTs
from quantitative geodynamic models in ABS2 but
did not fully use this to constrain temperatures
throughout the slab. In fact, slab dehydration depth
(PSDS), thus temperature (TSDS), is set as free
parameter and the choice of PSDS controls slab
fluid element concentrations via temperature-
dependent partition coefficients. The observed
sharp increase in SST at 3 GPa is an important
result of the latest geodynamic models. Focusing of
slab dehydration is enhanced by this thermal struc-
ture. However, the stability of many hydrous,
metamorphic minerals depend strongly on temper-
ature (Figure 3), therefore, SST is more important
than slab pressure. A similar discussion also
applies to the necessity for high element concen-
trations in the RA slab fluid, because these abun-
dances are also controlled by SST. The high SST
required for RA fluid evolution reaches temper-
atures where the slab is likely to melt (PSDS =
6 GPa, TSDS = 1000C, see Figure 3). Similar
suggestions that the subducted slab must melt to
form N-Izu RA basalts have been proposed on the
basis of trace element systematics [Hochstaedter et
al., 2001; Ishizuka et al., 2003]. Slab derived
liquids in the higher-pressure ranges would be
melt, fluid, or supercritical fluid [Kessel et al.,
2005b]. The features of slab derived liquid, espe-
cially phase relationships and element partitioning
and SST conditions in the deeper subduction zones,
should be explored by different approaches, such
as experimental petrology or geophysical and geo-
dynamic models. We hope that the results from the
ABS2 model inspires further research in this field.
4.3.3. Origin of Across-Arc Chemical and
Isotopic Variations
[80] Our ABS2 calculations suggest that the
across-arc geochemical variation of NE Japan high
Mg # basalts originates as follows:
[81] 1. Different slab dehydration depths with dif-
ferent mineralogies and temperatures result in
different element abundances in slab-derived flu-
ids, producing lower LILE abundances for VF
melts and greater for RA melts (see dehydration
regions for VF and RA in Figure 1).
[82] 2. Mantle melting conditions differ across the
arc, with higher TOSM, higher %F, shallower POSM,
and higher fluid flux beneath the VF, compared to
lower TOSM, lower %F, deeper POSM, and lower
flux beneath the RA. All these factors contribute to
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the observed high trace element abundances in RA
basalt relative to VF basalt. The depth and temper-
ature constraints suggest a shallow origin for VF
basalt generation, consistent with constraints from
seismology (see Figure 1). Combined with conclu-
sion 1, generation of VF basalt requires shallow
dehydration, whereas RA basalt requires a deeper,
higher-T fluid. In this way, melt generation must be
linked with different dehydration regions below the
region of the mantle that melts (see Figure 1).
[83] 3. Significant PERID dehydration/reaction
(ZR1) to yield the RA fluid is required to generate
high Rb and K contents in RA basalts. This may be
related to high SST, leading to the breakdown of
phengite in SED and AOC and/or phlogopite in
PERID (breakdown of chlorite PERID at 4–5 GPa
in the mantle sole shown in Figure 1). We are not
confident about this conclusion. However, this is
consistent with some proposed shoshonite genera-
tion models [Edwards et al., 1991].
5. Summary
[84] An improved forward model that simulates the
generation of primitive arc basalt magmas is pre-
sented. The Arc Basalt Simulator version 2 (ABS2)
consists of a series of linked modules that sequen-
tially calculate trace element and isotope behavior
during slab dehydration (SDS), fluid–mantle zone
refining (ZR1 and ZR2), and open system mantle
melting (OSM) fluxed by slab-derived fluid. The
element behavior during slab dehydration is for-
mulated at P and T, on the basis of modeled slab
surface P-T trajectories (SST) and Perple_X-calculated
prograde metamorphism. Mantle melting mineral-
ogy is calculated using pMELTS for variously
depleted mantle compositions. With ABS2 Excel1
spreadsheet calculations, many important geo-
chemical characteristics of arc basalts are repro-
duced, even though the model simplifies slab and
mantle mineralogies. These results suggest that
slab dehydration and fluid flux melting are the
most important processes responsible for the
unique chemical and isotopic compositions of
primitive arc basalt magma. Intensive and exten-
sive variables deduced from trace element mass
balance ABS2 calculations suggest that the origin
of across-arc geochemical variations in basalt
magmas are determined by the P-T conditions of
slab dehydration and the conditions of mantle
melting, which is controlled by fluid flux and
melting P-T conditions. Investigating mantle
wedge P-T-XH2O structure is an important issue
in the future, including the mode of material
transfer in the system.
Appendix A
[85] Below are definitions of numbers and symbols
used in the ABS version 2 Control_Panel and
shown in Figures 2 and 6 and sections 2 and 3.
Note that symbols used in calculations are also
discussed in sections 2 and 3.
A1. DENOMIN
[86] M, P, or D is used to define denominator
values used in multielement plots in the Control_
Panel. Users can alter the denominator values by
replacing values for denominators in the Data_
Input panel. Data used are M, N-MORB [Albarède,
2005; Pearce and Parkinson, 1993]; P, primitive
mantle [Sun and McDonough, 1989]; and D, DMM
[Workman and Hart, 2005].
A2. Predefined Model Conditions
A2.1. Sample
[87] Given number (1–3) uses incompatible ele-
ment and isotope compositions given in the Data_
Input panel for simulation calculations. Integers 1,
2, or 3 are the only acceptable numbers when all
data set is given in the Data_Input panel.
[88] Source compositions are as follows: XSED is
bulk sediment composition consisting of chert
composition (XCH), pelagic clay composition
(XCLAY), and terrigeneous sediment composition
(XTERR); XAOC is altered oceanic crust composition;
and XPERID is peridotite composition.
A2.2. Slab SED Source
[89] Numbers are mass fraction of sediment com-
ponent in the slab sediment source, where rSED
is sediment fraction consisting of chert fraction in
sediment source (rCH), pelagic clay fraction in
sediment source (rCLAY), and terrigenous sediment
fraction in sediment source (rTERR), where rCH +
rCLAY + rTERR = 1.
[90] Source sediment composition is thus expressed
as
XSED ¼ rCH  XCH þ rCLAY  XCLAY þ rTERR  XTERR:
A2.3. Slab Dehydration Mode
[91] Slab modes for slab dehydration are as fol-
lows:XaSED = rCHXaCH+ rCLAYXaCLAY+ rTERR
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rTERR  XaTERR is sediment mode, XaAOC is altered
oceanic crust mode, and XaPERID is peridotite mode
(peridotite is not considered for the reason shown
in section 2).
[92] Slab dehydration calculations by equation (1)
(see section 2.2.3) for SED and AOC are
XFLUID fluid composition of an element
(XFLUID SED for SED and XFLUID
AOC for AOC in Figure 2);
XSLAB slab composition of an element
(XSED and XAOC in Figure 2);
Xa modal composition of a residual
mineral in slab (XaSED, XaAOC in
Figure 2);
Da distribution coefficient of an
element between fluid and a mineral;
DSLAB/FLUID bulk partition coefficient between
slab and fluid (DSED/FLUID,
DAOC/FLUID, DDMM/FLUID in
Figure 2);
FFLUID mass fraction of fluid released from
slab (rSED H2O, rAOC H2O in Figure 2
where rSED H2O = rCH H2O  rCH +
rCLAY H2O  rCLAY + rTERR H2O 
rTERR).
A2.4. SED Fluid Ratio
[93] rmix (section 2 and Figures 2 and 6) is the mass
fraction of SED in slab derived fluid source defined
by SED/(SED + AOC). Input values should be any
number between 0 and 1. Fluid composition is
derived by mixing between SED and AOC slab
fluids and composition XFLUID is thus redefined by
XFLUID ¼ XFLUID SED  rmixð Þ þ XFLUID AOC  1 rmixð Þ:
A2.5. Wedge PERID Source
[94] The wedge peridotite model is chosen as
follows: W, DMM composition of Workman and
Hart [2005]; S, DMM composition of Salters and
Stracke [2004]; I, Ichinomegata peridotite of
Kimura and Yoshida [2006]; and P, primitive
mantle composition of Sun and McDonough
[1989].
A2.6. Slab P-T Trajectory Model
[95] The SST model is chosen for the following: I,
isoviscous olivine rheology model for Izu arc; A,
Aeorian arc; T, Tohoku arc; O, temperature-
dependent olivine rheology model for Izu arc; C,
Cascade arc; and R, Oregon arc. Note that only the
‘‘I’’ model was calculated on the basis of an
isoviscous model.
A3. Fitting Parameters
A3.1. Slab Dehydration Temperature/
Pressure
[96] P(GPa) is slab surface pressure in GPa at slab
dehydration. Acceptable values are from 0.5 GPa
to 6.0 GPa at 0.1 GPa step. Slab surface temper-
ature (in C) is automatically given on the basis of
the SST model chosen in the predefined model




[97] Degree of source peridotite (depletion) is de-
fined by degree of melt extraction (weight percent
of peridotite mass) from given wedge peridotite
source defined in the predefined model conditions.
[98] %MORBext = %MORB extraction in section 2:
Trace element abundances of the selected model
peridotite source (W, S, I, or P) are recalculated by
fractional melt extraction at given degree of melt-
ing (e.g., 10%). Degree of melting can be set at any
0.1% step between 0 and 25. ‘‘%cpx mode’’
(weight percent) in the source is determined on
the basis of source depletion guided by pMELTS
calculations.
[99] The parameters n1 (sole) and n2 (wedge) are
‘‘n’’ parameters in zone-refining reactions in
wedge sole hydrated peridotite and anhydrous
wedge peridotite, respectively. ‘‘n’’ is defined as
rock/fluid mass ratio of Ayers [1998].
[100] Symbols used for zone-refining equation (2)
in section 2.3.1 are
XFLUID slab fluid composition already
redefined by XFLUID = XFLUID SED 
(rmix) + XFLUID AOC  (1  rmix);
X 0PERID metasomatized mantle peridotite
composition of an element for n1;
XPERID mantle peridotite composition of an
element for n2;
DPERID/FLUID partition coefficient of an element
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Xa modal composition of a residual
mineral in PERID;
Da distribution coefficient of a mineral;
n reacted mass of mantle peridotite in
multiples of fluid weight, in other
words, peridotite-fluid mass ratio;
X 0FLUID reacted fluid composition of an ele-
ment after zone-refining reaction 1;
X 00FLUID reacted fluid composition of an ele-
ment after zone-refining reaction 2.
A3.3. Fluid Flux Open System Mantle
Melting
[101] P(GPa) is for melting condition of the open
system melting between 1 and 3 GPa at each 0.1
GPa step. T(C) is melting temperature in C for the
melting condition. %XH2O is bulk mass H2O (in
wt %) in the melting system of Katz et al. [2003].
[102] %F is percent of peridotite melting calculated
on the basis of the equation of Katz et al. [2003].
%b is amount of H2O (fluid) mass (in weight
percent) in the generated melt. Originally, b was
defined by ‘‘influx mass fraction of initial solid
mass divided by degree of melting (F)’’ [Ozawa
and Shimizu, 1995] and relationship between b and
F was not constrained. By combination with Katz
et al.’s [2003] melting parameterization, b is
replaced by H2O (fluid) mass fraction in partial
melt. %f is trapped melt fraction (wt %) of the
melting system. Note that F, b, and porosity (f) are
used as mass fraction in the open system melting
calculations used in OSM and IOSM worksheets
(see Software S1) and also see below.
[103] Symbols used for open system calculation
equation (3) in section 2.4 are
X 00FLUID fluid composition calculated by
equation (2);
XPERID source peridotite composition;
DSOLID/MELT bulk melt distribution coefficient of
an element;
Xa modal composition of a residual
mineral phase;
Da melt distribution coefficient of a
mineral;
P contribution of consumed mineral;
Pa modal composition of a consumed
mineral;
a interstitial melt fraction determined
by a = f/(1  f);
f porosity of melting system or residual
melt mass fraction after melting;
b mass fraction of fluid in generated
melt which is equals to XH2O of
Katz et al. [2003];
F degree of partial melting;
Fc defined by a/(a + b + 1);
XBAS basalt melt composition of an
element.
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